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Mistake Number 4: Paying for Normal & Express Shipping 

 

Ok! So you already placed your order and you are too excited to receive your 
item. Since you wanted to get your product faster, you paid for express 

shipping. Days, weeks and Bamm! Your ordered item has NOT arrived.  

You started to get impatient. Yet, you waited for another week... 2 weeks 
passed but the item is not yet delivered. You became intolerant this time and 

promised not to buy on that shop again.  

So, why do these things happen? Why does express shipping would take that 
long when the customer paid to expedite the delivery? 

There are some buyers who do not know the difference between express 

shipping and normal shipping. Now, let us dig down the difference between 
the two. Or is there any difference?Let’s see.  

 

Express Shipping is a faster shipping method using different couriers: DHL, 

FedEx, and UPS. Normally, express shipping takes 3-7 business days but 
because of stock issues, express shipping is not that express anymore. Let’s 

take this table below.  
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Mistake Number 4: Paying for Normal & Express Shipping 

 

The first three steps (payment confirmation, process order & package order) 
could take up to 8 days.  

Why is that so? It could be two reasons.  

1. The Chinese online shop that you are buying from doesn’t have their 

own warehouse. They still need to get the products from their suppliers.  
 

2. The item that you ordered might be out of stock and they still need for 
other stocks to arrive.  

Now, let’s do the math for Express Shipping.  

If the first three steps take 8 days then EMS shipping is 5-7 days, then that is 
roughly 15 days or 2 weeks ORit could take 2 weeks more.  

Processing Time + Shipping Time = Total Shipping Time 

8 Days + 5-7 days = 15 days/2weeks or more 

Why Processing Time Take that long?  

Once your product is received and your payment is cleared, then the 

processing time follows which includes product quality control and packaging. 

In some cases, processing time can take up to 10 days especially if there is a 
stock issue or if the items are yet to be delivered by the supplier.  

This normally happens to Chinese shopping sites which do not have a 
warehouse.  

OUR ADVICE: If you need the items fast then you need to contact the shop 

first to ensure that the stock is available.  

 

What about Normal Shipping? 

Normal Shipping is the regular shipping method that is routed via the 

traditional post office system of the country. Depending on the destination, it 
takes up to 20-30 days before the parcel arrives at the post office to where 

you are located.  

Shipping time is the time that your items are transported from the warehouse 

or from the online shop location to your destination. The duration of shipping 

time in normal shipping depends on the custom security check.  
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Mistake Number 4: Paying for Normal & Express Shipping 

 

This time, let’s calculate the Normal Shipping Time 

Processing Time + Shipping Time = Total Shipping Time 

8 Days + 9-14 days = 22days/3 weeks or more  

The difference between express shipping and normal shipping is the transit 

time or the shipping time.  

 

To avoid being stressed out waiting for your items to 

arrive, it is best if: 

You know when your order will be shipped 

Normally, after payment is cleared, product processing will come next. Ask 

their customer service representative for assistance in determining the 
processing time of their goods.  

You know when you expect your order to arrive.  

Make sure that you read the shipping policies and schedule of the web shop 
that you are buying from. If you click on normal shipping, don’t expect your 

item to arrive in a week or less. But expect that it will take up to a month 
before the item will be delivered at your doorstep.  

You know how to track your order. 

If you have a tracking number of the product that you purchased, it would be 

easier for you to monitor the status of your goods. 

You know who to call/contact in case your order gets delayed.  

It is not necessary if you have the name of the customer representative, but 

at least knowing how to contact them would help with whatever queries you 
have regarding your items.  
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